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Disclosure

This ebook contains affiliate links. This means that when you click and make a pur-
chase using a link I have provided, I make a small commission at no additional 
cost to you. I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commis-
sion’s 16 CFR, Part 255 : “Guides Concerning the Use of  Endorsements and Testi-
monials in Advertising.”

Regardless of  whether or not I receive a commission, I only recommend prod-
ucts that I personally use and enjoy. Rest assured that my thoughts and opinions 
are genuine. I always have my reader’s interest at heart! Thank you so much for 
your support! 
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This book is dedicated to my wonderful husband who always encourages me to pursue my dreams, and 
to my three wonderful boys who inspired this book. Thank you all for your love and support! I could not 
do any of  this without you!
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Introduction

I have always loved to read. As a child, I could sit in my room for hours reading 
anything and everything I could get my hands on. Needless to say, my library card 
was well used. As I got older, I began to fall more and more in love with classic lit-
erature, and I dreamed that one day my future children would love it as much as I 
did. Fast forward 20 years. I am now the proud mother of  3 wonderful boys, each 
of  whom hate to read. Oh, they love stories, and they love being read to. However, 
sitting down and reading for themselves has always been a struggle. My desire has 
long been to instill a love of  literature within my children, whether it be by reading 
aloud together as a family, or during quiet reading time. I needed a solution.

Then one day it hit me! We would study one book per school year, adding a lot 
of  fun cross curricular activities and field trips into our study, as well as art, crafts, 
and research projects to really grasp their attention.  As I shared my idea with my 
homeschooling friends, it was so well received that our small family literature study 
became a full blown literature class!

Our children have loved diving into these books. A whole new world has 
opened up to them each and every time we begin a new unit. They are even ex-
cited to read aloud themselves! My, how far we’ve come! My hope for you is that 
you too fall in love with this book and these characters! Take your time! Give your-
self  a chance to dig in deeper, or keep it light if  you choose. It’s completely up to 
you! There is no rush. You can work at your own pace. Enjoy the adventure!

Happy reading! 
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How It Works

This activity guide was designed to work in conjunction with “The Swiss Family 
Robinson” written by Johann Wyss, and published by Puffin Classics. 

ISBN 978-0-141-32530-9

You can find and purchase it here : http://amzn.to/1Nq0KUj

*Please note : While the story remains the same among different publishers, the 
chapters may be separated differently. 

• Read each chapter before completing the corresponding projects and activi-
ties. This guide is designed to help students further dive into literature, therefore 
it is vital to read each chapter before completing the suggested activities to better 
understand the content. 

• Each chapter is laid out separately with numerous activities and projects to be 
completed as you see fit. Take as little or as much time as you would like per 
chapter and activities. It is not necessary to complete all activities. Pick and 
choose as desired.

• Lessons are designed for a wide range of  ages. Research projects, art, and 
hands on activities are easily customizable per age group.

• Think About It - This section allows for further discussion and/or study. It is 
designed to encouraged students to think deeper. 

• Hide It In Your Heart - This section is for scripture reading and memoriza-
tion. A scripture list is included with passages for each chapter. 

*Please note : Scripture references and memory verses are included but not nec-
essary for completing the unit. If  you choose not to use them, it will not hinder the 
lesson.
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• A supply list and optional field trip guide are provided! Use them as you 
choose!

• Links to lapbooks and other curriculum guides are provided for further study.

• Vocabulary - lists are provided at the end of  each chapter. Some words may 
appear more than once. There is no need to define those repeatedly unless it is 
desired. For a free printable vocabulary worksheet, click below :

http://www.mythreesonsshine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Vocabulary-
Worksheet.pdf
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Vocabulary Word : ____________________________________________________ 
Definition : 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 

Illustrate It : 

Use it in a Sentence : 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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• Character Sketch - use the free printable below to complete a character 
sketch of  each character. 

http://www.mythreesonsshine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/character-s
ketch.pdf

Character Sketch 

• Book Title : ____________________________________________________ 
• Character Name : _____________________________________________ 

Draw the character below : 

• Is he/she real or fictional? ______________________________________ 
• Write six words that best describe his/her appearance : 
1.       2. 
3.       4. 
5.       6. 
• If you could meet this person in real life, what would you ask him/her? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
• Name four character traits that this person exhibited : 
1.       2. 
3.       4. 
• Choose one of the traits above and define it : 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

www.mythreesonsshine.com
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Synopsis

On their way to colonize a new land for Switzerland, the Robinson family and 
their shipmates are caught in a massive storm at sea. The ship wrecks, the crew 
abandons them, and all hope seems lost. When morning dawns, land is spied and 
the family designs a make shift raft to carry them ashore. It is on this uninhabited 
island where they spend the next 10 years of  their lives. Many adventures are had, 
many challenges overcome, many dangers faced, and much fun ensues. 

Join them as they face giant serpents, bears, lions, and other forces of  nature. 
Learn alongside them as they explore their new surroundings and ultimately cre-
ate a home for themselves. Share in the bittersweet moments when they are finally 
discovered by other travelers. And as always, enjoy the journey! 
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Before the Book

Listed below are optional activities to complete before diving into the many adven-
tures of  the Robinson family. As with all other activities and projects, each one 
listed below is easily customizable and adaptable to fit your family’s needs. Spend 
as much or as little time on each as you would like. 

• Read about the life of  the author : Johann Wyss. Write a report, design a 
poster board, or create a picture book about his life. 

• Define the following words : Plot, Setting, Theme, Tone, Protagonist, Im-
agery, Conflict, Resolution, and Narrator

• This story begins with a shipwreck. Write a list of  other stories, movies, or tele-
vision programs that include a shipwreck. Are shipwrecks a popular plot line in 
literature and/or movies?

• The family was on a journey to colonize a new land for Switzerland. To 
which continent do you think they were traveling? Use a globe and/or atlas and 
discuss possible locations. 
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C H A P T E R  1

Shipwrecked!

Projects :

• Meet the Robinson family! Our unfortunate castaways are from the country of  
Switzerland. Research the following :

• Flag 

• Swiss chocolate

• The Matterhorn

• Natural Resources

*Be creative! After researching the Swiss flag, draw it or create your own! Have 
a chocolate tasting day! Draw a picture of  the matterhorn, and label the elevation. 

Make a chart of  natural resources. Have fun!

For awesome lapbooking resources on Switzerland, head over to 
www.homeschoolshare.com 

• Research 19th century sailing ships. Draw and label your own ship.

• Think About It : From who’s point of  view is the story written? How would it 
be different if  written from the point of  view of  one of  the other members of  
the family?

12
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• What is density, mass, volume and buoyancy? Define and discuss each term, then 
conduct a buoyancy experiment. Examples below :

The Floating Orange

Materials : Oranges, a tub of  water

Problem : Is an orange more buoyant with it’s peel or without?

Experiment : Place the whole orange in the tub of  water. Did it sink or float? 		
Remove the orange, and peel it completely. Place it back into the tub of  water. Did 
it sink or float?

Results : The orange was more buoyant with it’s peel on. Tiny air pockets be-
tween the orange and the peel keep it afloat. Removing the peel also removes the 
air pockets, so without the peel the orange sinks. 

Jot it Down! : Make a scientific journal to keep track of  your discoveries 
throughout this book! Write your hypothesis, (what you think will happen), the 
steps you took, and your results. You can also draw a picture, or snap a few photos 
and place them in your journal! The possibilities are endless! 
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A Boat that Floats

Materials : Tin foil, small objects such as pennies, a tub of  water

Problem : Is it possible to build a boat using only tin foil? How much weight 
can it hold before it sinks? 

Experiment : Using only tin foil, students will create a boat. Once boats are 
made, each student will place their boat into the tub of  water. If  the boat remains 
afloat, begin adding small objects like pennies to it and take note of  the results. If  
the boat sinks, students may remove their boat and reshape and/or fix it and try 
again. 

Results : Results may vary

Jot it Down! : Draw a picture of  your boat design. Did it sink or float? Was it 
able to hold any weight? If  so, how much? 

Take it Further : Write a research paper on how large ships stay afloat.

• Where in the world did the family land? Using a globe or an atlas (or both), 
use the clues given in each chapter to determine where they are. Where would 
the various animals and plant life described in the book thrive? Make, and keep 
a list of  their numerous discoveries and use it to determine where they may be. 

• Make an animal journal. Add new animals to your journal each time the fam-
ily discovers them on their island. Research each animal and write down facts 
such as : habitat, diet, predators, classification, and lifespan. Be sure to include a 
picture of  the animal as well! 

• What is a lever? What is it used for? Research simple machines. How do we 
use them every day? Hold a scavenger hunt in your home! Make it a contest! 
Who can find the most simple machines. 
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• Make Portable Soup :

Ingredients :

6 beef  or chicken bouillon cubes

3 cups water

2 cans or 1 package frozen mixed vegetables

Directions :

Heat the water

Slowly add bouillon cubes, stirring until dissolved

Add vegetables and cook until heated through

Serve with crackers

• Hide It In Your Heart - Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 1. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.
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Vocabulary :

1. conjecture 

2.  incessant 

3.  ludicrous 

4.  fortitude

5.   tumult 

6. abate

7. contrive

8. procure

9. plight

10. exertions

11. vex

12. countenance
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C H A P T E R  2

A New Home
Projects :

• Discuss and hypothesize where the rest of  the crew is. Create a chart or draw 
a picture of  the possible fates and/or locations of  the crew.

• Write a story from the point of  view of  one of  the other shipmates. What ad-
ventures did they encounter? Where did they land? What new places and people 
did they come across?

• Create a list of  items and skills, (written or drawn), that would be necessary to 
survive on a deserted island. 

• The father mentions that the purpose of  their journey was to begin a new col-
ony. Research Swiss colonization in the early 1800’s. Research the colonization 
of  North America. Discuss what would be needed to survive in a new colony. 
Write a list of  the items necessary to start a new colony in a new land.

• Create a plant journal. Add new plant life as you read through each chapter.
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• Plant a garden, and keep track of  growth and progress. Draw pictures, take 
measurements, document the type of  soil, the amount of  water, access to sun-
light and shade, and keep in a journal. Take photos from start to finish to better 
see the growth.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 2. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Think About It : Before the children awoke on the first morning on the is-
land, the mother and father quietly discuss their situation and devise a plan of  ac-
tion for the day. Why is this so important? Is having a plan a good thing in daily 
life? In emergency situations?

• Think About It : How does the father’s calm, level headed attitude effect his 
family? What does this tell us about remaining calm during uncertain times?

• Devise an emergency family plan of  action. Discuss emergency exits, proper 
procedures during emergencies, and pack an emergency kit. Discuss the impor-
tance of  remaining calm during emergencies, which numbers to call, and where 
to go for safety.

• Think About It : The father tells Fritz that they should not return evil for evil. 
What does this mean? Is this something that we can apply to our lives today? If  
so, in what way? Give examples. 

• Try fresh coconut milk!

• Conduct a taste test experiment :

Materials :

Fresh coconut milk

Canned coconut milk

Refrigerated coconut milk (in carton)

Shredded, unsweetened coconut

Taste Test Chart
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Directions :

Print one Taste Test Chart per student :

http://www.mythreesonsshine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Taste-Test-
Chart.pdf

Write each type of  coconut that you are sampling in the “Type of  Food” 

column

As you taste each type of  coconut, check the appropriate box

Write “yes” or “no” in the last box

19

Type of Food Dislike Like
Would you recommend 

this to a friend? 
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Vocabulary :

1. foe

2. vigilant

3. roused

4. ascertain

5. precipitous

6. savages

7. diligently

8. rivulet

9. congealed

10. repast

11. ingeniously

12. endeavor

13. impertinent

14. vigorously

15. extract

16.invigorated

17.ravenous

18. predicament

19. torrent

20. gallant

21. cumbrous  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C H A P T E R  3 

A House Up High
Projects :

• Using the descriptions given in each chapter, draw the island as you picture it 
while reading. Keep your drawing handy. You will reuse it later!

• Research various famous bridges in the world. Write down interesting facts 
about each bridge. What does it take to build a bridge? What type of  education 
is required to become a bridge engineer? How does the bridge design effect the 
strength of  the bridge? Write a paper or watch videos on the construction of  
bridges throughout history. 

• Build a bridge using craft sticks and a hot glue gun. Use the information 
learned in the previous project to help in your bridge design.

• Complete the bridge art project below :
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Materials : 

cardstock or watercolor paper 

watercolor paints

painter’s tape or masking tape

Directions : 

Tear tape into small pieces

Using the tape, create a bridge design from one side of  the cardstock or water-
color paper to the other.

Paint over the entire paper, (including the tape), using various watercolors
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Once dry, gently peel the tape off  of  the paper

• Research the mangrove tree. In which areas of  the world does it thrive? How 
many different varieties of  mangrove are there? How large do they grow? Create 
a poster board of  the mangrove tree. Write down facts, measurements, and in-
clude pictures. 

• The tree in which the family build their home was 18 yards in circumference. 
Outdoors, measure 18 yards and mark it with chalk. Is it bigger or smaller than 
you had imagined? How would you like to live in a treehouse? Would you feel 
safe? Why or why not.

• Draw or paint a picture of  the family’s new home. Use photos of  real man-
grove trees for reference. Add as many details from the book as you can! 

• Make a fort using blankets, pillows, and whatever other household items you 
can find. Imagine you are a member of  the Robinson family and are spending 
your first night in your new tree house. 

• Observe the progress of  the garden planted in the previous chapter. Record 
measurements and other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals. 

• Add new plants to plant journals.
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• The family uses everything and wastes nothing. Give examples of  this from 
the book. Do you think you could take any material and turn it into something 
useful? Give examples. How can you become more conscious about what items 
you use, what items you throw away, and what items you can save to be reused?

• Watch videos about recycling. Research more ways you and your family can 
recycle. What are the benefits of  recycling? Take a field trip to a recycling plant. 

• What is a pulley? In what ways are pulleys used in every day life? How do pul-
leys make difficult tasks easier? Give examples. 

• Complete the amazing pulley activity found here :

http://leftbraincraftbrain.com/2015/01/20/goldfish-crackers-steam-activity-s
nacks/

Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 3. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.
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Vocabulary :

1. melancholy

2. derision

3. larder

4. peculiar

5. gallinaceous

6. absurd

7. parched

8. consultation

9. boundless

10.  ferocity

11.  gluttony

12.  voracious

13.  ramrod

14.  alabasters

15.  ingenuity

16.  scheme

17.  sympathy

18.  amiable

19.  phlegmatic

20.  surmounted

21.  patriarchal

22. gesticulation

23. boughs
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C H A P T E R  4 

A Day of Rest

Field Trip :

Take a field trip to a local botanical garden or local hiking trail. Bring plant 
journals, lunches and water. As you hike around the garden or trail, document the 

various plant life you encounter. 

*Use caution as some plants may be poisonous depending on your location.
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Projects :

• Make your own sledge. Use simple machines to build a cart that can be used 
to pull heavy loads. Test how much weight it can carry. 

• Build a tree house

27

Sides (2)   
        Roof

8’’ tall

4’’ wide
     5’’ square

Tree Base House Base       Sides (2)

12’’ square 8’’ square    4’’ square



Materials :

Measurement Template from previous page

cardboard

empty toilet paper or paper towel roll

Hot glue gun

craft knife

Directions :

Using a pencil and ruler, measure and draw the correct dimensions for the tree-
house on cardboard

With your craft knife, carefully cut pieces out of  the cardboard

Glue one end of  the toilet paper roll to the tree base

Glue the house base to the other end of  the toilet paper roll and set aside

Glue house sides together. Arched sides should be opposite each other, with 
square sides in the middle.

Glue roof  onto house

Glue house onto house base

Add embellishments if  desired

• Observe the progress of  the previously planted garden. Record measurements 
and other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.
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• Research various hymns. In what form are they written? Create a list of  fa-
mous hymn composers and the hymns each composer is most known for. Listen 
to different hymns and create an illustration for each. Write your own hymn! 
Learn a new hymn. 

• Hide It In Your Heart - Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 4. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Why is rest so important? What are the physical benefits of  rest? What are the 
consequences of  unrest? How do you feel when you do not get enough rest?

• The family gives names to the different parts of  the island to avoid confusion, 
and to make themselves feel more at home in their new surroundings. Make a list 
of  the names they give each location. What names can you give to the various 
places you travel to each day? To the rooms in your home? If  you were stranded 
on a deserted island, what name would you give your new home?

• Take out the island drawing from chapter 3. Label the drawing using the 
names the family gives to the various places on the island. 

• Make a meal or snack using potatoes. Make an old favorite or try something 
new! Click the links below to search for ideas :

www.allrecipies.com

www.pinterest.com
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Vocabulary :

1. allegory

2. disposed

3. approbation

4. nomenclature

5. cuirass

6. vociferously

7. misdemeanor

8. economize

9. acquisitions
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C H A P T E R  5 

Surprise in the Water!
Projects :

• Observe the progress of  the previously planted garden. Record measurements 
and other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals. 

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Research the manioc root. What is it used for? How is it prepared? How is it 
made safe for human consumption? In what ways to we still use manioc root? 
What other names does the manioc root have? Write a paper, or create an infor-
mative poster board and/or presentation on the manioc root. 

• Construct a raft large enough to carry a large cargo. Conduct buoyancy ex-
periments from chapter 1 if  desired. 

• Using the details given in chapter 5, draw the raft that the father and Fritz 
constructed. 

• Think About It : While on board the wreck, the father and Fritz leave the 
money and jewels behind and instead take the silverware. Why do you think that 
is? Which was more valuable to them in that moment? Why? What does this tell 
you about value and worth? Explain.

• Think About It : If  you were on the wreck, surrounded by useful and neces-
sary items, but could only take a few, which would you choose and why? Use the 
items listed in chapter 5. Write down which items you have chosen. Next to each 
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item write a sentence, or draw a picture explaining why you chose that item and 
how it could be of  use to you later. 

• Bake a loaf  of  bread or other baked good from scratch using tapioca flour. 
Click the link for recipes and ideas : www.allrecipes.com

• Think About It : Do you agree with Fritz’s decision to harpoon the sea turtle? 
Why or why not?

• Think About It : If  you could tame any wild animal and keep it as a pet, 
which animal would you choose? Why? Draw a picture of  your animal. Give it a 
name. Write down any tricks you would like to teach it. How would this animal 
benefit you? 

• Why does the mother tell the father to make sure they have plenty to eat be-
fore planting tobacco? Research the tobacco plant. Where does it come from? 
How is it harvested? What does the tobacco crop do to the soil it is planted in? 

• Hide It In Your Heart - Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 5. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.
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Vocabulary :

1. injunctions

2. reprove

3. rogues

4. bulwark

5. bewildered

6. opposition

7. tenacity

8. prodigious

9. arduous

10. injurious

11. ravenously

12. attentively

13. boisterous

14. prudence

15. tantalizing

16. vehemently

17. alloted
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C H A P T E R  6

Sports Day!
Projects :

• Observe the progress of  the previously planted garden. Record measurements 
and other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• What is a pinnace? What is it used for? Create a poster using facts and pho-
tos. Draw and label a pinnace.

• The father noticed that the pinnace was in numbered pieces on board the 
wreck, like a giant puzzle. Using building blocks, build your own pinnace.

• Create your own puzzle :

Materials :

Cardboard

Glue

Scissors 

Drawing of  a pinnace from previous project

Directions :

Glue pinnace drawing to cardboard and trim edges so all sides are even

Lightly sketch puzzle piece shapes onto pinnace drawing

(you may darken these later if  desired)

Cut pieces to create your puzzle.

 Make sure the pieces fit nicely within each other
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Store in a sandwich bag when not in use

• Research poisonous and nonpoisonous plants. Create a chart of  which are edi-
ble and which are not. Use as many facts and photos as you can.

• Read Proverbs 31:10-31. How does the mother compare to the Proverbs 31 
woman? Compare and contrast the mother and the Proverbs 31 woman using a 
Venn Diagram.

• Make your own pots and pans using self  drying clay. When dry, paint your 
pottery using acrylic paint. 
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• Think About It : How did the father get the pinnace off  of  the wreck? Did his  
plan succeed? Imagine you are the father. Brainstorm other possible ways to get 
the pinnace off  of  the wreck and into the open sea. Create a comic book strip 
story of  your plan. 

• Create a list of  ways to train yourself  both physically and mentally. 

• Hide It In Your Heart - Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 6. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Research the history of  the lasso. What country and culture did it originate 
from? What was it’s original use? Is it still used today? If  so, what is it used for? 
Name different cultures who used and still use the lasso. 

• Create an obstacle course using household items, such as old tires, pool noo-
dles, tin cans, etc. Each student takes a turn running through the obstacle course. 
The student with the most accuracy is the winner.

• Have your own sports day. Suggested activities include :

1. Relay races

2. Ring toss

3. Target practice :

• Place 3 empty 2-liter bottles on a flat surface. Students take turns try-
ing to knock each bottle down using a rubber ball. To increase difficulty, 
fill each bottle with dirt, sand, or water to weigh down, and/or increase 
the distance between student and target. The student who knocks down 
the most bottles is the winner. 
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Vocabulary :

1. revert

2. pinnace

3. coax

4. insuperable

5. crevice

6. keel

7. annihilation

8. vainglorious

9. grotesque

10. dexterity

11. agile

12. encumber

13. adroit

14. tragicomic

15. pummel

16. ambition

17. ignominious

18. formidable

19. delicacy

20. tenacious

21. impertinance

22. stratagem

23.vulnerable 
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C H A P T E R  7 

Explosion!
Projects :

• Observe progress of  the previously planted garden. Record measurements 
and other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 7. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Using the book as a reference, continue adding to the drawing of  the island 
from chapter 3. Label the new sections of  your drawing. For example, Flamingo 
Marsh, Falconhurst, etc. What better names would you have given to each of  
these locations had it been you on the island?

• Make candles :

Materials :

Newspaper

2 empty soup cans

Water

Saucepan

1 pound of  candle wax

1 package of  candle wicks

1 wire hanger
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Directions :

Cover work area with newpaper

Fill 1/3 of  1 can with water and put in saucepan

Fill saucepan half  way with water and place on stove over low heat

Fill 2/3 of  the other can with cold water and set aside

Break candle wax into chunks and put into can of  hot water

When wax is melted, turn off  stove

Cut a piece of  wick 10 inches long

Fold wick in the center and dip both ends into the melted wax

Dip into the cold water

Repeat until candles are the desired size

Let cool by hanging over the wire hanger

• Make butter :

Materials :

Heavy whipping cream

Glass jar with lid, such as a mayonnaise jar or baby food jar

Directions :

Fill the jar a half  full. Screw the lid tightly to jar and shake until the cream 
thickens. Serve with bread or crackers. Enjoy!

• The sap from the Caoutchouc tree is stretchy and rubbery. It also has the abil-
ity to make things waterproof. Make a chart of  other items that are waterproof, 
or that could be improved if  it were waterproof.
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• Conduct an experiment on elasticity. Suggested experiments below :

1. Test the bounciness of  various rubber balls. Measure how high each ball 
bounces and how much force was applied. Make a graph of  results.

2. The Rubber Egg : Place one egg in a glass and cover completely with vine-
gar. Let sit for two days. Observe what happens. Record hypothesis and re-

sults. 

3. Make your own slime : 2 bottles of  Clear Elmer’s Glue, 7 T of  liquid 
starch. Mix together. Stretch, squish and play! How could the consistency be 
different? What can you add or subtract that would make it better? Record 

your findings. 

• Complete the Birds in a Tree art project :
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Materials :

Pencil

Watercolor paper or cardstock (watercolor paper works best)

Watercolors

Photographs of  trees and birds for reference

Scrapbook paper
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Directions :

1. Lightly sketch the outline of  a tree on the watercolor paper or cardstock.

2. Sketch birds in the tree, or cut bird shapes out of  scrapbooking paper and 
add to the tree sketch.

3. Using watercolors, paint the tree and birds. Make it colorful. The more color-
ful the better. 

4. Suggestions : 

• Show the birds flying around the tree, at different distances, as well as in-
side the tree. 

• Draw/paint adult birds as well as young birds. 

• Include nests

• Take note of  the various birds and colors mentioned in chapter 7. Include 
as many as possible.
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Vocabulary :

1. tenanted

2. prostrate

3. maneuvering

4. edification

5. pantomime

6. repulse

7. chastisement

8. vigorously

9. remanded

10. repugnance

11. savory

12. hitherto

13. befell

14. ambition

15. refuge

16. disreputable

17. replenish

18. rummage

19. dispelled 

20. impregnable 

21. connoisseur

22. promptitude

23. discordant
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C H A P T E R  8 

A Suitable Staircase
Projects :

• Observe the progress from the previously planted garden. Record measure-
ments and findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• What is flax? Where is it grown? How is it harvested? Explain the process by 
which flax is turned into cloth. Draw and label pictures which show this process 
in order, step by step. 

• Think About It : If  you had to spend an extended period of  time in a 
cramped space, how would you occupy yourself ? What positive things could you 
do to pass the time? What negative things could you do? 

• Conduct a simple waterproof  experiment :

Materials :Various small stuffed toys, tub of  water, various materials such as 
foil, sandwich bag, plastic wrap, etc

Problem : Which household item is the most waterproof ?

Experiment : Carefully wrap each stuffed toy in a different material. Make sure 
there are no gaps, or spaces where water could seep in. One by one place the toys 
into the tub of  water for a few seconds. Remove toy and record your results

Results : Results may vary

Jot It Down : Which material was the most waterproof ? Why?

Take It Further : Research other waterproof  natural resources. 
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• What does it take to be a beekeeper? What type of  schooling is required? 
How do beekeepers stay safe when handling the bees? What special tools do they 
use? What type of  clothing to they wear? How do they remove the honey from 
the honey comb? How is honey made safe for human consumption? Research 
beekeepers and write a report, or create a presentation. Use as many facts and 
photos as possible.

• Imagine you are a beekeeper. Write a short fictional story detailing your daily 
life. What type of  challenges do you face every day? What type of  adventures are 
had? Do you enjoy your job? Why or why not?

• Research the anatomy of  a honey bee. Draw and label the parts of  a bee’s 
body, or make a 3 dimensional bee using self  hardening clay.

• Hide It In Your Heart - Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 8. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Design and build a sturdy staircase using craft sticks. Is your staircase strong? 
How much weight will it hold? How can it be made stronger? What can you add 
or subtract to make it more efficient? For more ideas, search websites such as 
www.pinterest.com and www.youtube.com 
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Vocabulary :

1. cicatrized

2. stout

3. gravely

4. gourmand

5. contemplation

6. annoyance

7. pitiable

8. alleviated

9. revived

10. stupefied

11. panniers

12. unanimous

13. inaugurated

14. lament

15. reconnoitre

16. dulcet

17. truant

18. expedient

19. interstices

20. impervious

21. pliable

22. obviate 
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C H A P T E R  9 

A New Home
Projects :

• Observe the progress from the previously planted garden. Record measure-
ments and other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart - Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 9. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

•  What are stalactites and stalagmites? Where are they located? How are they 
formed? Research stalactites and stalagmites. Record your findings. Share what 
you learned with someone else! 

• Grow your own crystal geode : 
http://www.feelslikehomeblog.com/2013/03/how-to-grow-your-own-crystal-ge
odes-cool-science-experiment-for-kids/

• Research Ginseng. What are it’s uses? Where do we find it? In what ways do 
we consume it? Create a poster board or power point presentation using facts 
and photographs. 

• Host a Thankfulness Day celebration. Make and enjoy a thanksgiving type 
feast. Take turns sharing what you are most thankful for. Find things to thank 
each other for. 
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• Create a thankfulness tree. Make it as big or as small as you’d like :

Materials :

butcher paper

construction paper

glue

markers

Directions :

Cut butcher paper to desired length

Draw the shape of  a tree on the butcher paper. Be sure to add a lot of  
branches.

Cut out leaf  shapes from construction paper. (it doesn’t have to be perfect!)

On each leaf, have students write one thing he/she is thankful for

Glue leaves to tree

Continue adding thankful leaves until the tree is full
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Vocabulary :

1. lulled

2. riven

3. verdure

4. dilapidated

5. excursion

6. irreparable

7. insurmountable

8. perpendicular

9. aperture

10. vitiated

11. efficacious

12. beauteous

13. eloquence

14. chasm

15. concussion

16. dwindle

17. hewed

18. sumptuous

19. agitated

20. ravenous

21. paltry

22. mortices

23. impetuous
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C H A P T E R  10 

Surprise on Shore
Field Trip :
Visit an aquarium

Visit the beach and/or tide pool (location permitting)

Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart - Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 10. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.
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• Read and discuss the story of  Jonah in the book of  Jonah. What was Jonah 
called to do? Did he obey? What were the consequences of  his actions? What 
was the ultimate outcome? What does this teach us about obedience?

• Write a research paper, or create a poster board presentation on whales. How 
many different types of  whale are there? Why do whales migrate? Map our their 
migration routes, and the seasons in which they travel. Do they travel in groups, 
or alone? What is a group of  whales called? How do they raise their young? 
What is their diet? Predators? Lifespan?

• Choose a specific type of  whale and draw a diagram. Label the various parts 
of  a whale’s anatomy.

• Research ocean currents and tide pools. What is high tide and low tide? 
When do they each occur? What is a tide pool? What types of  animals are found 
in a tide pool? 
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Vocabulary :

1. prodigious

2. bedaubed

3. mischievous

4. chastisement

5. betokened

6. innumerable

7. besmeared

8. bewildered

9. encumbrance

10. resplendent

11. blandishments

12. commotion

13. propounding

14. surmises

15. stipulate

16. capricious

17. marauders
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C H A P T E R  11

Unexpected Visitor
Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 11. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Build a rowing machine using various scraps and materials you find around 
the house. Build a small boat with oars that can be used to row. Use craft sticks, 
building blocks, cardboard, and anything else you can find. Name your vessel! 
Test it out! Have a boat race! Create a bar graph of  the race results.

• What is an epitaph? Imagine the donkey was your pet. Write your own epi-
taph. 

• Think About It : What is a hero? What qualities make a hero? Who comes to 
mind when you hear the word “hero”? Who was the hero in this chapter? Ex-
plain.

• Write a paragraph and illustration of  a hero in your life. Give examples. 

• Research Boa Constrictors. How many different types exist? How large do 
they grow? What is their habitat? Diet? Predator? How would you have escaped 
from such a predator? Draw a picture, write a story, or create a comic book of  
your escape plan!
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• Imagine that you are faced with an 18 foot boa constrictor. Write a fictional 
story or draw a detailed picture relating your adventures. How did you survive? 
Where did you hide? 

• Using sidewalk chalk and measuring tape, measure 30 feet in length outdoors. 
Discuss how you would have felt living near a snake of  this size. Mark the 
ground that was measured, and draw a 30 foot snake using the sidewalk chalk. 

• Coastline watercolor project :

Materials :

Watercolor paper

Watercolor paints

Pencil

Paintbrush

Photos of  a coastline, shore, and/or beach

Directions :

Using the coastline photos as a reference, lightly sketch your own coastline on 
the watercolor paper.

When coastline sketch is to your liking, paint over it using watercolor paints.

Be sure to use various colors to capture the beauty of  the coast.

Let dry.

• Think About It : What could you have made out of  whale bones? On paper, 
design your invention. Label the parts, and explain what each part does. What is 
the purpose of  your invention? Is it for work or for play? Is it safe for people of  
all ages to use? 
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• Think About It : Why do you think the family used whale bones and not a dif-
ferent material? What do whale bones consist of  that other materials are not? Ex-
plain.
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Vocabulary :

1. scaffold

2. putrefying

3. purging

4. obliquely

5. panorama

6. progeny

7. valiantly

8. antediluvian

9. palanquin

10. imminent

11. undulatory

12. suspicious

13. garrison

14. trepidation

15. accelerated

16. pretense

17. anxious

18. blockade

19. perturbation

20. distended

21. insensible

22. undulations

23. galvanic
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C H A P T E R  12 

The Gap
Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals. 

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 12. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Think About It : The father mentions that they should begin their day with 
devotions. Why do you think this is so important?

• Research “Fuller’s Earth”. What is it? What is it used for? Where is it located?

• Make your own soap :

Materials :

Shavings of  bar soap

water

container with lid

essential oils (if  desired)

empty soap dispenser
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Directions :

Place soap shavings in container

Cover with water

Add more shavings. 

Be sure to keep enough water in container so that soap is completely covered

Continue adding soap and water until it makes 1 cup

Stir to mix well

Add a few drops of  essential oils if  desired.

Transfer soap mixture into soap dispenser

• As the family explores the landscape beyond The Gap, they stumble upon a 
desert. Each child describes the desert in a different way. What picture comes to 
mind when you read their names for this new place? Draw the desert as you 
imagine it. Give it a new name. 

• Using the details from chapter 12, draw the country beyond The Gap. In-
clude the various plant life, varying landscape, animals, etc. Add details, and wa-
tercolor paints to bring your art project to life. 

• What is the Manchineel? Where does it grow? What does it look like? Draw a 
picture and label the physical characteristics of  the Manchineel. Describe the dif-
ferences and similarities to the apple. 

• Do you know that difference between safe and poisonous plants? Write a list 
of  both. List characteristics of  each type of  plant. Discuss why is it important to 
know which plants are safe and which are poisonous. 

• Try sugarcane! 
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Vocabulary :

1. reluctance

2. reverberating

3. comrade

4. sanguine

5. proportionate

6. begirt

7. vagabond

8. prosecution

9. defile

10. impediment

11. sultry

12. arid

13. parched

14. transient

15. toilsome

16. declivities

17. monotonous

18. barren

19. beneficent

20. preposterous

21. imperceptible

22. consternation

23. obsequies 
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C H A P T E R  13

A New Pet
Field Trip :

Visit a local farm. Interact with the animals if  possible. Speak with the farmer 
and learn how eggs are hatched, and how to care for the animals on the farm.

Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements, and 
other findings.

• Add animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 13. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• What is taxidermy? What are your thoughts on taxidermy? Explain.

• Create a diorama of  The Gap :

Materials :

Shoe box

dirt or sand

rocks

self  hardening clay

fake moss and/or plants

paint
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Directions :

Using the book for reference, create The Gap within the shoebox. Be creative! 
Use materials found around the house, garden, and/or old toys. Show the animals 

that came through The Gap. 

• Make Mead

Ingredients :

2 quarts cold water

1/2 or 1 cup honey

1 lemon or orange

nutmeg

ice cubes

Directions :

Put cold water in a pitcher

Stir in 1/2 cup of  honey. Mix well.

Continue adding honey until it is the desired sweetness.

Wash lemon or orange and slice into rounds

Add rounds to water/honey mixture

Sprinkle with nutmeg

Chill or serve with ice

Using the internet, compare and contrast the difference between chicken eggs 
and ostrich eggs. Draw a diagram of  each. Label the size, weight, incubation pe-
riod, color, and shape. 
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Vocabulary :

1. savory

2. heralding

3. acquisitions

4. rigmarole

5. advisability

6. euphorbia

7. exuded

8. depredations

9. recumbent

10. notable

11. dismay

12. abundant

13. scour

14. menagerie

15. proprietorship

16. picturesque

17. refractory

18. aromatic 

19. miscellaneous

20. verandah

21. dispositions

22. anatomical

23. detrimental
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C H A P T E R  14

Harvest of Plenty
Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart :Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 14. Write it 
down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Think About It : The father scolds Jack for insisting that he (the father) 
MUST make him goggles. Why do you think Jack was scolded? How could he 
have asked for goggles in a more appropriate way? What would you have done?

• Make strawberry jam :
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Ingredients :

2 1/2 cups crushed strawberries

1 cup sugar

3 TBSP instant pectin

8 oz. freezer jars

Directions :

Combine sugar and pectin in a bowl

Add strawberries and stir 3 minutes

Spoon jam into clean jars to fill line

Attach lids

Let stand until thickened. About 30 minutes

Serve immediately, refrigerate, or freeze

•
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• Write a research paper, or create a poster board display/presentation about 
corn. What are some of  the many uses for corn? Where does it grow best? How 
does it grow? How is it harvested? Would you consider corn a staple food? 

• Pop some corn for a snack and enjoy!

• Click the link for a yummy corn chowder recipe! 
http://www.cookingclassy.com/2015/06/summer-corn-chowder/

• Make a corn husk doll :

Materials :

Cornhusks

Yarn

Permanent marker

Glue

Directions :

Stack 4 husks on top of  each other and fold in half

Using a piece of  yarn, tie about an inch below the fold to create a head and 
neck for the doll

Using another husk, roll it down, lengthwise to create the arms

Tie each end of  the arm husk to create hands

Slide the arm husk below the head tie

Using an additional piece of  yarn, tie the body under the arms creating a waist

Draw a face on the doll’s head using the permanent marker

Add hair, or other embellishments as desired
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Vocabulary :

1. scarcely

2. cessation

3. perfidious

4. allayed

5. flimsy

6. germinated

7. jocular

8. embark

9. immense

10. courser

11. syringe

12. ligatures

13. economical

14. expeditious

15. fodder

16. sheaves
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C H A P T E R  15

Air Mail
Field Trip :

Go kayaking, or paddle boating at a nearby lake.

Visit the local post office and learn how mail travels.

Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals. 

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 15. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Design and draw an inflatable life vest or “swim jacket”, complete with labels. 
What sort of  materials should it be made out of ? Is it waterproof ? Buoyant? 
How much weight will it support?

• Study carrier pigeons. Can any type of  pigeon be trained to carry messages, 
or is it only a specific type? How does the process work? How long is the training 
process? Do people still use carrier pigeons today? If  so, where?

• Build a barricade to keep unwanted creatures away. Discuss which types of  
creatures came through the Gap toward the family. Was it wise for them to build 
a barricade? Why or why not?
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• Think About It : Imagine that the family did not build a barricade. What do 
you think would have happened? Write your own story telling what happened! 
What else came through the Gap? Was the family in danger? 

• Draw and label a diagram of  the interior of  the family’s cave dwelling. Label 
the various rooms. Add details from the book.

• Research how chocolate is made. Where does it grow? How is it processed for 
human consumption?

• Make and enjoy a chocolate dessert

• Make a compass :

Materials :

Nail

Cork or piece of  styrofoam

small magnet

plastic or glass pan of  water

Directions :

Push the nail through the cork, making sure that it sticks out of  both ends of  
the cork

Brush the nail across the magnet several times - in the same direction each time

Drop the cork into the pan of  water and watch what happens

After bobbing a bit, the nail will stop and point north

• Think About It : The family prayed for the safety of  each other during the 
storm. The father prayed for strength to say, “Thy will be done.” Why is this im-
portant? Afterward they gave thanks to God for sparing their lives. What is the 
lesson to learn here?
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• Use the internet to research migration patterns of  the walrus. Use a globe or 
an atlas and map their route. 

• Build a watchtower with color coded flags. Use primary colored flags for vari-
ous signals. For example, white = no danger; red = danger; etc. Build your watch-
tower with clay, craft sticks, empty toilet paper rolls, or anything else you’d like. 
Be creative!

• Did you know that there are rules that must be followed in regards to the 
United States flag? Read the following rules. Apply rules to your own flag. 

1. Never put an object on it.

2. Do not let it touch the ground.

3. Never fly it upside down - that is a distress signal only.

4. Fly the flag at half-mast only when someone has died.
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Vocabulary : 

1. approbation

2. salutary

3. inoffensive

4. excessively

5. peculiar

6. shrouded

7. livid

8. athwart

9. unperceived

10. imposing

11. agonized

12. coronets

13. aqueducts

14. irrigate

15. traverse

16. fabricated

17. exquisite

18. exhortations

19. prudence

20. ghastly

21. vanquished

22. havoc

23. nocturnal
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C H A P T E R  16

Lions!
Projects :

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 16. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Read and discuss the story of  Daniel and the lion’s den in Daniel chapter 6.
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• Keep a daily journal if  you don’t already do so. Document daily activities, 
thoughts, lessons learned, trips taken, etc. Include drawings, photos, ticket stubs, 
or anything else that you collect. 

• Imagine that you are one of  the members of  the Robinson family. Write a 
journal entry of  your favorite adventure. Include as many details and illustra-
tions as you can!

• Think About It : How do you think the family has changed? Had the past 10 
years on the island been good, bad, or both? Give examples. How have they 
grown, both physically and mentally? Did their time on the island bring them 
closer together as a family, or drive them apart? Do you think their time on the 
island hindered them academically? Why or why not?

• Instead of  sharing his worries and fears with his family, what does the father 
do? Is this beneficial? Why or why not?

• Write a research paper on lions. Find books about lions at your local library, 
search the web, and/or watch documentaries. What is their natural habitat? 
Diet? How do they raise their young? What are their predators and/or prey?
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Vocabulary :

1. chronicled

2. imperceptibly

3. retrospect

4. dispelled

5. industrious

6. pious

7. dominion

8. monotonous

9. luxuriantly

10. prominently

11. fordable

12. studious

13. elapsed

14. discerned

15. fibrous

16. gelatinous

17. esculent

18. filaments

19. delusion

20. restoration

21. faltering

22. westerly

23. cavernous
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C H A P T E R  17

A New Islander
Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 17. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Imagine you are Fritz, setting sail in a kayak around the island alone. Write 
an adventure story from his point of  view, during his journey. How did he feel 
venturing out alone? What was his reaction upon learning that there was an-
other person on the island? Include details and drawings. 

• While on his journey, Fritz encounters an immense tiger! Write a brief  story 
from the tiger’s point of  view. Was Fritz the first human he had ever seen? Did 
he intend to harm Fritz and/or Pounce? Was the whole encounter one huge mis-
understanding? Include details in your story. Use face paint or make up to draw 
black stripes on your face, then share your story aloud.
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• Think About It : The family goes out of  their way to help a stranger in need. 
They do not hold back in hospitality, or in love and respect. They joyfully share 
what they have to help another human being. How can you follow their exam-
ple? What can you do to share what you have with others in need? As a family, 
brainstorm ideas of  how to help others, then put it into action! Donate food, 
toys, and/or clothes to a reputable organization. Put together baskets or other 
packages to give to those less fortunate. Write a list of  ways you can help. Then 
do it! 

• Think About It : Not only does the family willingly help their new friend, they 
do it with love. Even though she wore a disguise, they did not hesitate in embrac-
ing their new friend and treating her as a member of  their family. What does this 
show us about attitude? What should our attitudes be toward others? Even 
strangers? Those who look, speak, or act differently? Explain.

• Create a love poster :

Materials :

Poster board

Markers

Directions :

In the center of  the poster board, draw a large heart

In the heart, write down names of  people whom you can show love to. Think 
of  people to whom showing love may be difficult. Fill the heart with names and/

or descriptions of  people if  names are unknown.

On the outside of  the heart, write ways to show love, and a good attitude to the 
people whose names were written down. Keep it simple. A smile, or holding the 

door open for someone, shows love and respect.

Hang your poster and look at it often.

Put your words into action! 
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• Make a kindness jar :

Materials :

Red construction paper

Marker

Scissors

Jar

Directions :

Cut construction paper into small hearts - small enough to fit inside jar, but 
large enough to write on

On each heart, write one tangible way that you can show kindness to another 
person

After writing, fold the heart in half  and place in the jar

Fill the jar with hearts

Each day, remove one heart, read what it says and then put it into action. Show 
one person (or more), kindness by doing what was written on the heart.

Have fun! Be kind! It really does matter!

• Who is Jenny Montrose? Using the facts given in chapter 17, write a biogra-
phy on her life. Add fictional details and family members. Include her time on 
the island, her marriage to Fritz, and a drawing of  her.

• Dress in disguise! Gather old costumes, clothes, hats, accessories, face paint 
and/or makeup. Speak in an accent, another language, or make up your own lan-
guage!

• While on their journey to find Fritz, the family has another encounter with a 
whale. As the angry whale charges at their boat, they desperately shoot at it, and 
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ultimately end the whale’s life. What other stories, fictional and nonfictional, can 
you think of  that involve whales? Which were your favorite? Why or why not?

• Write your own “Whale of  a Tale”. Imagine that you are traveling in a small 
yacht and encounter an angry whale. What happened? How did you survive? In-
clude details, characters, and drawings in your harrowing tale. Keep it exciting!

• Jenny Montrose used an albatross to send and receive messages, much like the 
Robinson family used pigeons. What other sort of  animal do you think would be 
useful in sending and retrieving messages? Explain.
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Vocabulary :

1. shuddered

2. involuntary

3. interred

4. conceal

5. helm

6. inevitable

7. astern

8. enraged

9. infuriated

10. quiver

11. mute

12. astonishment

13. radiant

14. gratification

15. substantial

16. acquantance

17. alluding

18. acclamations

19. frugal

20. surging

21. draught

22. fiendish

23. dexterously 
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C H A P T E R  18 

Home at Last!
Projects :

• Observe progress of  previously planted garden. Record measurements and 
other findings.

• Add new animals to animal journals.

• Add new plants to plant journals.

• Hide It In Your Heart : Read and discuss the scripture for chapter 18. Write 
it down, memorize it, and share it with someone else.

• Think About It : Imagine you are the father. What advice would you give 
your child whom you know you will never see again? Write a list, or a personal 
letter. 

• Think About It : Would you have stayed on the island, or gone home? Why 
or why not? Do you think it would have been difficult for Fritz and Franz to re-
turn to Europe after having spent the last 10 years on the island? Would it have 
been difficult to leave the rest of  their family behind?

• Choose one of  the adventures of  the Robinson family and rewrite it from one 
of  the children’s points of  view. How did they feel? What did they see? 

• Write your own original adventure story using the same basic plot elements as 
The Swiss Family Robinson : shipwreck, deserted on an isolated island. Be origi-
nal! Create original conflicts, original solutions, and original characters. Do not 
copy from the book. 
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• Create a timeline of  the family’s time on the island. Begin with the shipwreck, 
and end with their rescue. Dates can be made up, however, use the adventures in 
the book in chronological order.  

• Have a movie night, complete with popcorn, candy, and soda. Watch “The 
Swiss Family Robinson”, and discuss the differences between the book and the 
movie. http://amzn.to/1NgWDgj

• Compare and contrast the book and the movie using a Venn Diagram. 

• Write or record a book review. What was your favorite part of  the book? 
Why? What was your least favorite part of  the book? Why? Who was your favor-
ite character? Why? Would you recommend this book to a friend? 

• Complete a character sketch for each character in the book. A free Character 
Sketch printable is included in the “How It Works” section of  this book.
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Vocabulary :

1. tumult

2. complied

3. vicinity

4. advantageous

5. entreaty

6. mutinous

7. surveyed

8. exiled

9. profusion

10. anomaly

11. cordially

12. sojourn

13. vied

14. invalid

15. consultation

16. momentous

17. emigrants

18. unanimity

19. vaulted

20. emulation

21. ambition

22. sanction
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Memory Verses 

• Chapter 1 - Psalm 46:1-3

• Chapter 2 - Joshua 1:9, 1 Peter 3:9, 1 Thessalonians 5:15, Romans 12:17

• Chapter 3 - Psalm 32:7, Psalm 91:1-2

• Chapter 4 - Exodus 31:21, Psalm 46:10

• Chapter 5 - Luke 12:24, Matthew 6:31-32, Philippians 4:19

• Chapter 6 - Proverbs 31:10-31, Ephesians 6:10-18

• Chapter 7 - John 8:12, Exodus 20:8-11

• Chapter 8 - Philippians 2:14, Hebrews 13:5

• Chapter 9 - Psalm 106:1, Psalm 100:1-5, Colossians 3:15-17

• Chapter 10 - The book of  Jonah

• Chapter 11 - 2 Thessalonians 3:3, Isaiah 41:10, Psalm 91:1

• Chapter 12 - 2 Timothy 3:16, Psalm 119:11, Matthew 4:4, Psalm 119:105

• Chapter 13 - Romans 8:28, Psalm 103:8-12

• Chapter 14 - Exodus 20:12, Ephesians 6:1-4

• Chapter 15 - Psalm 118:14, Psalm 28:7, Isaiah 26:4

• Chapter 16 - 1 Peter 5:8, Psalm 34:10, Daniel 6

• Chapter 17 - Galatians 5:13, Ephesians 5:1, 1 John 4:7, 1 Corinthians 16:14

• Chapter 18 - Ephesians 3:17-19, Proverbs 22:6
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Resources

	 For recipes, craft ideas, and research projects :

www.pinterest.com

www.allrecipes.com

www.wikipedia.com

Free lapbooks :

	 www.homeschoolshare.com

Curriculum Guide :

	 The Swiss Family Robinson Study Guide by Rebecca Gilleland (*affiliate link)

	 http://amzn.to/1J3CZG3
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Field Trip Guide

For a complete list of  field trip opportunities in your area, click the links below :

• http://www.homeschoolbuyersco-op.org/field-trips/

• http://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschool-help/field-trips/

• http://www.onlinecollege.org/2010/07/18/50-fun-field-trip-ideas-for-homes
choolers/

Additional Field Trip Suggestions (as noted in book)

Visit a local botanical garden and/or hiking trail

Visit a local recycling plant

Schedule a field trip at your local post office and learn how mail travels

Go fishing

Visit a local farm. Take a tour. Learn how to care for farm animals, and how 
eggs are hatched.

Visit an aquarium

Go to the beach (location permitting), and explore tide pools

Take an archery class (some locations offer one free lesson.)

Visit a pumpkin patch and pick a gourd of  your own (seasonal)

Visit your local zoo

Take a trip to a natural history museum 

(some museums offer free homeschool days)
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Supply List

• oranges

• a large tub 

• tin foil

• pennies

• painter’s tape and/or masking tape

• empty toilet paper/paper towel rolls

• craft knife

• cardstock

• Watercolor paper

• Watercolor paints

• paint brushes

• Acrylic paints

•  Self-drying clay

• Scrapbooking paper

• Hot glue gun

• Poster board

• seeds (any kind will do)

• potting soil

• small pot(s)

• glass jar with lid 

• heavy whipping cream

• Newspaper

• 2 empty soup cans

• water

• saucepan

• 1 pound of  candle wax

• 1 package of  candle wicks

• 1 wire hanger

• eggs

• vinegar

• cardboard

• craft sticks

• butcher paper

• construction paper

• markers, colored pencils, crayons

• 2 1/2 cups crushed strawberries

• Sugar

• Instant pectin

• 8 oz. freezer jars

• corn husks

• yarn

• Fresh coconut milk

• Canned coconut milk

• Refrigerated coconut milk (in carton)

• Shredded, unsweetened coconut

• honey
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• 1 lemon or orange

• nutmeg

• 6 beef  or chicken bouillon cubes

• 2 cans mixed vegetables

• Shoe box

• dirt or sand

• rocks

• self  hardening clay

• fake moss and/or plants

• paint

• Nail

• Cork or piece of  styrofoam

• small magnet

• plastic or glass pan of  water
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